Rugby Game With Yale Marked By Rough Play And Exchange Of Fists

(Continued from page 8)
so that by half-time the score was equalized in bruises rather than points. It developed that the MIT team started to improve in the second half, a condition which doubt aided by the strong wind which was now at its back.

About half way through the second half a well placed kick out of bounds by Larry Thompson G set up a play that had Eric Hameltime G receiving a fine return pass from Chuck Zaleski G in the serum, and charging over for a try from five yards out.

With fifteen minutes remaining, the MIT lead was lost, as Yale scored on a disputed try after the ball had been thoroughly bobbed (several times) in the MIT end zone.

From then on, the chances for an organized reprisal dwindled as several players on both teams found that knocking each other down with fisticuffs unfortunately gained dramatically in popularity. The usual trash-quenching session after the game had everyone laughing a short time later though.

Unhappiest man on the field during the Yale game was probably Dan McConnell '61, faith-
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